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The effects of pulse rate on absolute threshold~THS!, maximum acceptable loudness~MAL !, and
dynamic range~DR! were evaluated in 15 Clarion cochlear implant users. A wider range of pulse
rates was assessed than in previous studies, and subjects with both standard and perimodiolar
electrode arrays were tested. THS and MAL decreased with pulse rate, and DR increased with pulse
rate, for pulse rates between 200 and 6500 pulses per second~pps!. However, slopes of
THS-vs-pulse rate and MAL-vs-pulse rate functions became shallower above 3250 pps. Subjects
with standard electrode arrays had similar THSs as subjects with perimodiolar electrode arrays at all
pulse rates. In contrast, subjects with standard arrays had significantly higher MALs and larger DRs
than subjects with perimodiolar arrays, and these differences became larger with increasing pulse
rate. © 2004 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1701895#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Cb, 43.66.Ts@MRL# Pages: 1885–1888
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cochlear implants have undergone several impor
changes over the past decade, one of which is the us
increasingly faster rates of pulsatile stimulation: Where
early devices used pulse rates in the range of 250
channel, contemporary devices are capable of stimulatin
rates greater than 5000 pps/channel~Advanced Bionics,
2003!. Previous studies have shown that increasing pulse
reduces electrical threshold and increases electrical dyna
range in both human cochlear implant listeners~Simmons,
1966; Shannon, 1985; 1989; Vandaliet al., 2000; Skinner
et al., 2000! and animal models~Pfingstet al., 1980; Black
et al., 1983; Pfingstet al., 1993; 1995; Milleret al., 1997!.
In general, these studies have indicated that electrical thr
olds decrease22 to 24 dB per doubling of pulse rate an
that most comfortable loudness levels~MCLs! or maximum
acceptable loudness levels~MALs! decrease more graduall
~20.8 to 21.2 dB/doubling of pulse rate!.1 However, previ-
ous studies were limited to pulse rates of 3000 pps and o
a few subjects were tested at rates above 2400 pps. Thus
not known whether threshold continues to decrease and
namic range continues to increase with pulse rate over
entire range of pulse rates available in newer devices.

The design of the implanted electrode array is a
known to affect electrical thresholds and dynamic ranges
low pulse rates~,1000 pps!, the perimodiolar arrays used i
contemporary cochlear implants require substantially l
current to generate comfortable~or maximal! loudness levels
than the standard arrays used in earlier devices~Osberger
et al., 1999; Young and Grohne, 2001; Donaldsonet al.,
2001; Lesinski-Shiedatet al., 2000; Lenarzet al., 2001; Xu
and Pfingst, 2002; Parkinsonet al., 2002; and Hay-
McCutcheonet al., 2002!. There is much less difference i

a!Portions of these data were presented at the 2001 Conference on Im
able Auditory Prostheses~Pacific Grove, CA!.

b!Electronic mail: plumx002@umn.edu
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current levels needed to reach detection threshold; as a re
dynamic ranges are smaller for perimodiolar electrode arr
than for standard arrays. Because comparisons between
modiolar and standard electrode arrays have not been m
at pulse rates above 1000 pps, it is not known whether
ferences in their operating ranges are maintained at
higher pulse rates now in common clinical usage.

The present study was designed to extend previous
sults by evaluating electrical thresholds and dynamic ran
at higher pulse rates. The first goal was to determine whe
the effects of increasing pulse rate observed for pulse r
less than 3000 pps~decreases in threshold and increases
dynamic range! were also observable at higher pulse ra
~up to 6500 pps!. The second goal was to determine wheth
previously observed differences in the current requireme
of standard versus perimodiolar electrode arrays were c
stant across a wide range of pulse rates.

II. METHODS

Subjects were 15 postlingually deafened adults with
Clarion version 1.2 cochlear implant. Eight subjects had
standard electrode array~Spiral electrode array@SPRL#! and
seven subjects had a perimodiolar electrode array~HiFocus
electrode array with electrode positioning system@HF
1EPS#!. Subjects had used their devices for 5 months t
years prior to participating in the study. Although avera
duration of implant use was significantly longer for SPR
subjects~2.5 years! than for HF1EPS subjects~1.0 years!,
average word recognition scores were similar for the t
groups~NU-6, SPRL551.7%, HF1EPS548.3%!. Three in-
dividual electrodes distributed across the electrode a
were evaluated in each subject~one each from the apical
middle, and basal third of the array!.

Experiments were controlled by a personal compu
~PC! running the ClarionSCLIN ’98 FOR WINDOWSsoftware
~Advanced Bionics Corporation, 1996–97!, and a second PC
running custom software that controlled a research interf

nt-
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provided by Advanced Bionics Corporation for the Clari
C-I intracochlear stimulator~ICS!. Stimuli were 200-ms
pulse trains comprised of 77-ms/phase, cathodic-first, bipha
sic pulses with no interphase gap. Pulse rates were 200,
1000, 1625, 2600, 3250, and 6500 pps. Electrode coup
was monopolar, with the active, intracochlear electrode
erenced to a return electrode on the case of the ICS. Nom
current amplitudes specified in the clinical and resea
stimulation software were translated to calibrated amplitu
using a set of tables developed in our laboratory. Th
tables compensated for nonlinearities in the current sou
that were functions of electrode impedance and pulse r
Electrical impedances for the three test electrodes were m
sured at the beginning and end of each data collection
sion using theSCLIN software. Impedance measures typica
varied less than610% across sessions. The average value
impedance measures obtained at all test sessions was us
compute the calibrated amplitudes for a given electrode.

Data collection for each test electrode spanned two,
research sessions. The middle electrode was tested first
lowed by the apical and basal electrodes. In each ses
THS and MAL were measured using theSCLIN software with
an ascending method of adjustment procedure. Additio
threshold estimates were subsequently obtained with a th
interval, forced choice adaptive procedure that used a th
down, one-up stepping rule to estimate the current amplit
corresponding to 79.4%-correct detection~Levitt, 1971!. The
three listening intervals for each trial were cued visually o
video monitor, and the signal was presented in one inter
selected at random. The subject used a computer mous
indicate the interval thought to contain the sound. Corre
answer feedback was given immediately after each respo
Current amplitudes corresponding to the final eight rever
of each adaptive track were averaged to obtain a sin
threshold estimate. Adaptive thresholds were obtained in
where a given set included one threshold estimate at e
pulse rate, collected in increasing order of pulse rate. F
values for THS and MAL at each pulse rate were compu
by averaging the combined data obtained in the two rese
sessions~4–6 adaptive threshold estimates and 2 MAL es
mates!. Dynamic range~DR! was computed by subtractin
the final THS from the final MAL at each pulse rate.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The left panel of Fig. 1 shows the mean data for TH
and MAL as a function of pulse rate for subjects with t
SPRL and HF1EPS electrode arrays. Although some ind
vidual subjects showed differences in THS or MAL acro
test electrodes~apical, middle, basal!, there were no system
atic effects of electrode site on average THS or MAL f
either group. Thus, the mean data shown in Fig. 1 were
tained by first collapsing the data across test electrodes
each subject, and then averaging the data across subje
each group. Error bars in the figure represent standard e
of the means.

It is apparent from Fig. 1 that mean THSs for SPRL a
HF1EPS subjects are similar at all pulse rates. This resu
consistent with findings of Lesinski-Shiedatet al. ~2000! and
Lenarzet al. ~2001!, who compared standard and perimod
1886 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 2004
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olar electrode arrays for the Clarion device at fixed pu
rates. Other studies conducted at fixed pulse rates h
shown slightly lower thresholds for perimodiolar arrays th
for standard arrays~Osberger et al., 1999; Young and
Grohne, 2001; Donaldsonet al., 2001; Xu and Pfingst, 2002
Parkinsonet al., 2002; Saunderset al., 2002!.

Linear functions provided good fits to individual THS
vs-pulse rate functions in log–log coordinates~dB re: 1 mA
vs log pulse rate!. Slopes of THS-vs-pulse rate function
were nearly invariant across subjects in both the SPRL
HF1EPS groups, with a mean value of22.4 dB/doubling.
This slope is within the range~22- to 24-dB/doubling! of
slopes reported in earlier studies~Simmons, 1966; Shannon
1985; 1989; Vandaliet al., 2000; Skinneret al., 2000!.

Figure 1 illustrates that mean MALs were 4 to 7 d
higher for subjects with the SPRL array than for subje
with the HF1EPS array. This result is also similar to da
previously reported at fixed pulse rates~Lesinski-Shiedat
et al., 2000; Lenarzet al., 2001!. A two-way ~group3pulse
rate! repeated-measures ANOVA confirmed a significa
main effect of group@F(1,78)56.20,p,0.05] and also in-
dicated that group differences in MAL increased sligh
with pulse rate@F(6,78)53.92, p,0.01, for the interaction
component#. Post hoctests showed that the group differenc
in MAL were statistically significant for pulse rates of 100
pps and higher~Tukey test,p,0.05), and approached sig
nificance at 200 and 500 pps~Tukey test,p50.093 andp
50.067, respectively!.

Individual MAL-vs-pulse rate functions were also we
fit by linear functions in log–log coordinates. Even thou
mean MALs were considerably different for SPRL and H
1EPS subjects, the slopes of MAL-vs-pulse rate functio
were similar across groups. The slopes of these functi
~mean521.2 dB/doubling! were substantially shallowe
than the slopes of THS-vs-pulse rate functions, and w
similar to corresponding slopes for MAL and MCL indicate
by the data of Skinneret al. ~2000! and Vandaliet al. ~2000!,
respectively.

FIG. 1. Left panel: Mean detection threshold~THS! and maximum accept-
able loudness level~MAL ! as a function of pulse rate, for Clarion subjec
with standard~SPRL! and perimodiolar~HF1EPS! electrode arrays. Right
panel: Mean dynamic range~DR! for the same groups. Error bars represe
61 s.e. of the mean.
Kreft et al.: Letters to the Editor
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Although THS-vs-pulse rate and MAL-vs-pulse ra
functions were fit with a single linear function between 2
and 6500 pps, some individual functions of both typ
showed a reduction in slope between 3250 and 6500
These reductions in slope are also evident in the mean
~Fig. 1!. Thus, although the effects of pulse rate observed
lower rates appear to be operative at pulse rates as hig
6500 pps in some subjects, there is also some evidenc
saturation above 3250 pps. Evaluation of pulse rates hig
than 6500 pps would be necessary to determine the p
rates at which complete saturation occurs.

The right panel of Fig. 1 shows the average DR a
function of pulse rate for SPRL and HF1EPS subjects.
Higher MALs led to substantially larger DRs for SPRL su
jects~mean515.2 dB across pulse rates! as compared to HF
1EPS subjects~mean59.3 dB across pulse rates!. A two-
way repeated-measures ANOVA confirmed that the m
effect of group was significant@F(1,78)514.80, p,0.05]
and a significant group3pulse rate interaction showed th
differences between groups increased with pulse
@F(6,78)54.62, p,0.001]. Post hoc tests indicated tha
group differences in DR were significant at all pulse ra
~Tukey test,p,0.05).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

~1! The effects of pulse rate on THS, MAL, and DR a
qualitatively similar at pulse rates above 3000 pps a
lower pulse rates: both THS and MAL improve wit
pulse rate. However, average rates of improvement
reduced above 3250 pps, suggesting a partial satura
of the underlying mechanisms at very high pulse rat
Further evaluation of pulse rate effects above 6500 pp
needed to determine the pulse rates at which comp
saturation occurs.

~2! Clarion cochlear implant subjects with standard~SPRL!
and perimodiolar~HF1EPS! electrode arrays have sim
lar thresholds over a wide range of pulse rates~200–
6500 pps!.

~3! Clarion subjects with standard~SPRL! electrode arrays
have significantly higher MALs than those with perim
diolar ~HF1EPS! electrode arrays, and these differenc
increase with increasing pulse rate. As a result, diff
ences in DR also increase with pulse rate.

~4! Slopes of MAL-vs-pulse rate functions are similar f
Clarion subjects with standard~SPRL! and perimodiolar
~HF1EPS! electrode arrays, even though average MA
are significantly different between groups.
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1Only two studies reported data for MCL or MAL as a function of pulse ra
We estimated a slope of21.2 dB/doubling from the MAL data of Skinne
et al. ~2000! for pulse rates between 600 and 2400 pps, and estimat
slope of20.8 dB/doubling from the MCL data of Vandaliet al. ~2000! for
pulse rates between 250 and 1615 pps.
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